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An interval in a graph is a JL tigraph induced 1) f all tire vertices an shortest paths be- 
tween two given vertices. Intervals in matroid basis gr lphs satisfy many nice properties. 
Key recsults are: (1) any two vertices of a k :~is g~~aph i,re together in some longest inter- 
val; (2) every basis graph with :he minimum number of vertaces for its diametex is an 
interval, hideed a hypercube. !I) turns out to be :I simple case of a theorem in Edmonds’ 
theory of matroid partition. 
Let td. u be vertices of an arbitrary finite grayqh G. By the intertval 
G(tr, vl we mean the induced subgraph on all1 vt:rtices on shortest paths 
between ta and u. An interval is k3rrgest if no otlrer interval of G has a 
greater diameter. Below we show that in matroid basis graphs each pair 
of vertices is contained in some longest interval. This and related results 
turn out to be special cases of results in EdmoMs’ theory of matroid 
partition. 
An induced subgraph 6:’ of G is complex if all shortest paths in G be- 
tween vertkes of G’ lie within C’. In bask graphs aI1 intervals are convex, 
1 role, and more general convex subgraphs (there called shortest 
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In the latter case the sum is said to be diwct. It is easy to see that the 
bases of a direct sum are (U Bi: B, E l&j. 
Finding the bases of an arbitrary sum is much harder. For this one 
uses Edmcsnds’ partition algorithm [2]. We will ne%ed the following facts 
about it: given n disjoint sets 1i cs Ii, the algorithm produces disjoint sets 
Ji cz 1i such that U Ji c UJi and t lJJjl is maximum, that is, UJi is ~11 basis 
OF the sum. Moreover, q(fi) c q(Jip, where ci is cl:>sure in ll/ii. (it is not 
always possibIe to have 1i C J”i.) 
The basis grap;l sf matroid rzrl is defined to have a vertex foT each basis B 
and an edge between vertices A and B :Off iA - BI :f 1, or equiva 
1B - A i = 1. Here we have used A and W to signify both a vertex and the 
basis it wpresenks. We wiI’l &o use P and Q, but n:3 other letters, in this 
same dsubie capacity. 
If graphs Gi have vertex sets I’i, the direct /WK&C~ XGi has vertex set 
XIJI. and (q, . . . . u,) is adjacent o (U 1, . . . . UJ iff jji z 1Ci f’r all VOWS of 
i save one, and in this one, 41 it j, V~ and z+ are adjac’ent in G/. It is easy 
to show that the oasis graph of a direct sum is the dktrct product of the 
basis graphs of the summandls. 
In any graph, the lerzgth of 8 path is the number af edges in it. The 
dissance between vertices TV, yj den!Btcci &‘tr, u), is rthe length of any 
shortest path between them. F,iax{&&, u): u, u in ;3) is the diameter 
of 6. Any shortest path between m~imaliy dis!:,a:jt vertices is Q diamerer 
of G. A.ll graphs in this pape:r are cetqnected (see Lemma 3.1) so all defi- 
nitions in this paragraph make sense lZor them. 
Finally, we have alreadv defined the inter4 Gcu, u). If w is a vertex 
of G(u, u), we write w E k(tc. v). If ail vertices of &lo, x) are in G(u, u), 
and thus the former is an induced graph of the latter, we write 
Gi(w, x) c Gdu, u), 
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Just as with convex sets of points, convex subgraphs of any graph 
are easily seen to be closed under arbitrary intersection. Consequently, 
one can define ~OMV~TX hull in the usual way. 
Corolkary 3.6. Let P,, _, P, be vertices in r4asis graph 6, and let 8 be 
the vertk set of their convex hull. Then 
B’ = (B E 
Proof. By Theorc m 3,4, B’ is described by some S and T, where 
S e Pi c T for eaich i, Thus S c fl Pi, U Pi c T”l Since the hull is the 
smallest convex subgraph containing the P,:, we may take S = fl Pi” 
T= lJPi. 
We will denok the hull of #Corollary 3.61 as G(iO’,, i.., P,), and refer 
to it as an n-eonwx subgraph. By Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.6, the 
interval G(P, Q) :rnd the Z&convex subgrap’h G(P, $) are the same. 
Lemma 3.J. III afly graph G the diameter of C(u, u) ica; S(u, II), the 
distance between u WJ , v in G. In particuk~rp G(u, v) a’s Zonge,st if ia,;; 
diameter is the dkmr er I?)‘G. 
Proof. We need only prove the first sentencesb LAX w, .x be any two ver- 
tices of c(u, u). Consider the closed path in G(lg, 81) consisting of a 
shortest path of G from u through w to v ?‘ollowe by a shortest path 
of C from v through x to u. This closed path has 2&u, u) edges. I?IIUS 
the shol;*ter way around it from w to x has at most (s(u, v) edges. ?‘h.us 
&(u, v) is tlhe maximum distance betwee!. vertices in G(u, v). 
Emma 3=8. Let A, B E G(P, Q)* Then sme shortest path from P to Q 
passes tAmugh both A and (03 that 0r~3et) if an or@ if A -- B e: 
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(8) give (4). 
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Note. Greene and Magnanti [Z ] have recently produced a simple- variant 
of Edmonds’ algorithm, one couehcd entirely in terms of bases. Frczn 
their variant, Theorem 4.1 foltows llhtfthout any messy computa’iions. 
Let B,, 8, be any two vertices in tlhe basis graph G of IV. Consider, 
the PI, Pz obtained by setting n = 2 and IV, = 2 = M in Theoretm 4.1. 
Conditions (3)-(4) imply 18,, B, E G(P,, P2) by Lemma 3.3. Now 
&I = P,l+ IF2 -- P,I; &so, by Lemmas 3. and 31.7, IP, -- P, I is 
&eter of G(P,, P2). Since IP, CI P2i is maximum by (5), and IP,I 
is independent of the particular basis P,, we conclude that the di.ameter 
of G(P,, P2) is maximum, i.e., G(I$, P2) is longest. 
roof. Since basis graph intervals are convex, the conclusion 
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he desired bases A, il. 
clction just given, S(A, B) = 2. One can show that for 
the (construction can be modified by extending 
b2, e’) in different ways so that a(A, W) = k. Thus 
best one could hope for. 
.2, any vertices A, B are both in some longest inter- 
ent, =~e have A - B = {a), B - A = {b}., 
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We know that the partition algorithm always finds P,, Y, satisfying 
(3)--(Sh A si mple variant of that aigorithm determines if QS) can ;tlso 
be met, and if so, produces P,, P2 r-l :eting all four conditions; see [ 2? 
Application 5, p. 3421. Once given PI, P? meeting ;111 four condit ioils, it. 
is an easy matter to ex ibit a speci”‘c ommon diameter: simply trans- 
form PI into B,, then 8, into I?, and B, Irsto Pz by repeated use of the 
exchange axiom. 
Note. A path of length 4 with an eClge appended from the middk ~rkx 
shows that Theorems 4.2 and 4.5 and Corollary 4.3 are all false %b:* ski- 
trary graphs. 
5. Lwgest n-convex subgraphs 
If we were to define G(B,, B,, . . . . B,) to be largest when I OB,i is 
largest, Theorem 4.1 would immediately imply a generalization of 
Theorem 4.2 in which “~-convex shbgraph” replaces “interval”. How- 
ever, this definition would be matroid-theoretic; it oes not seem equiv- 
alent to arly statement involving purely gra hlc concepts. So instead we 
define an II-canvcx subgraph C(v,, arz, .. . . Us) of an arbitrary graph G to 
be I.rgesb If Z { 6(uit ui,: 1 < i, j < rz} is as largk: as possible for II vertices 
of G. For basis graphs, this is nc~t equivalent o I tJBil being largest if 
n > 2. However, by refinement of Theorem 4. I we can at least extend 
Theorem 4+.2 to the case n = 3. 
a bas.is of ihe dual ma troid 
;., 
Qi is a basis of i and from ( 1 1) we get 
Thus the Qi satisf’y (3) - (5) and ( 10). 
I B, be vertices in the basis graph G of M. Thing n = 3 
Theorem 5.1 provides Q1, Qzb Q3 satisfying (3)-(S) 
(3)--(4), G(B,,, B,, &) is contained in G(Q,, Q2, Qs). 
i are St?tS, 
~1~Q3=iQ1--Q*)U(Q*-Q~)CIiQ3-Q1) . 
on the right are disjoint. Since I&& QI, = IQI - Q, I, 
imply tlrat: G(QI. QZ, Q3) is f;.ar;gest. 
fails for n > li becstuse then there is no partition like (12). 
rent argument, or a different deficlition of la:gzst convex 
srks more generally. 
aph E has .minimum corn 1r:xity if no other basis 
meter has fe,wer vertices. 
et G be my basis graph with minr’mum compiexity and 
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A -- B has 2d subsets S, G(A, R) has at kast 2d vertices, If G(A, B) hzs 
exactly 26 vertices, for each S there mu!:;t be exactly one P such tkjt 
Pn(A--B)=S. I3 y th e same reasoning, for each 7’ C B - A there is 
always at least one vtbrtex Q satisfying Q n (B - A) = T, and if G(/4, B) 
has 2d vertices, exactly one. 
To see that 2d is the minimum complexity, not just a lower bound, 
let M be the direct sux of d copies of the free matroid M( I, 2). The 
basis graph of M is tke direct product of d copies of a single edge with 
its endpoint& so it h;rs diameter d and Zd vertices, Indeed, it is fhe edge 
graph of a ckhypercu be. 
Returning to G, the vertices&, iPa, . . . . adjacent o A, are precisely 
those of the form (A - (a)) u (6)!, where Q E A -. B, b E B - A Since 
G has minimum complexity, by the analysis in the second parag&h 
of this proof, each Q E ,4 - B is outside exact/y one Pi and each b E B - /11 
inside exactly one. Tl~s we may dine a bijectiori a by b = da) iff 
(A - {a}) u {b} E B. 
We show that u satisfies (13) by induction on the claim that the ver- 
tices at distance k from A are ((14 - S) w oCS): S 16 A -- B, IS I = k), 
We have shown this for k = 1. Now we show it fur k > 2 given its truth 
fork - 1. Let &(A, P) = k; we may write P = (A - S) w T, where 
Scn-s,TC&-. ald by Lemma 3.1, ISI = 77 = k. Lea 
S= (al, a2, . . . . Q}, S’ = {q, a2, . . . . Q__~) and S” = {Us, a3, . . . . Q)+ By 
the exchange axiom applied to P and A, P is adjacent o vertices 
P’ = (A - S’) w T’ and/“” = (A - 22”) u T”, both at distance k - 1 frcm 
A, and such that T’, T” C. T By the induction hypothesis, T’ = 065:‘) 
and T” = u(S”). Thus r = u(S). 
is a 0 satisfying (13). 
newt theorem we need a lemma about intervals in products. 
C, w E G(u, u) iff Wr, w) + S(w. u) = &jr, v). Also, 
e Wm Of $i(U~, &) in the Gi, X G i G r;a. Let 
r if Si(Ui, Ui) ‘2 b&Ui, ‘Wi) + 6i(Wj, ~4) COT each i, 
) in IX The converse iS alsO tllie, for 6j(Ui, Ui) 
in my ever& Thu vertices of’;li’(x y) are 
G,(Ui, Ui). Indeed, s ckarl:y the in- 
these vertices, so G&Uf, Uj). 
terval of diameter 2 in a hypercube is clearly 
llary 4.3 and Theorem 6.2 we conclude that 
f diameter 2 in G to be a 4-cy&, FimaBly, in
21: we proved that when (‘and only when) every such 
is the direct sum of free matroids af rank or 
ph of a free matroid of rank or corank P is a 
complete graph is either a single point 
y Lemma 6.3, then, even/ interval of G, 
gne, is a hypercube. 
ly, one can corsi er ~~~axirnurn co
analyze, so we merely Ptate some results. Since the 
n & 2d, has diameter d and (i) bases 
complexity of dliarnete r d ma.troids. 
complexity of i:nterval basis graphs of diameter d. This bound is (2$) and 
is obtained when 6’ is the basis graph of j t may also be sbwn 
that if every lorlgest int:erva.l in G has maximum colnpkxity, then G is 
the basis graph sf some free matroid. 
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